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About This Game

Stuck on this island, you have only one thing in your mind... Escape !

It's time for you to uncover the secrets of your life.
Fight what you created and accept its consequences.

Are you ready to escape your past ?

In this new escape game, try to solve all the enigmas through several oneiric landscapes.
Collect the three pieces of the letter to discover who you are.
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\u2764 Audience \u2764
\u2611 Beginner
\u2610 Casual Gamer
\u2610 Normal Gamer
\u2610 Expert

\u263c Graphics \u263c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u266c Music \u266c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2620 Difficulty \u2620
\u2611 Easy
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Unfair

\u00a7 Bugs \u00a7
\u2610 Bugs destroy the game
\u2610 Lots of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing encountered

\u262f Story \u262f
\u2611 There is none
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2694 Gameplay \u2694
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\u2610 Frustrating
\u2610 Sleepy
\u2610 Boring
\u2611 Fun
\u2610 Challenging

\u06de Game time \/ Length \u06de
\u2611 Really short (0 - 3 hours)
\u2610 Short (4 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
\u2610 Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
\u2610 Very Long (61-100 hours)
\u2610 Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price \/ Quality $
\u2611 Full price
\u2611 Wait for Sale
\u2610 Don't buy
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Free. Good game, lovely visuals and a great workout.. This game is a port from android version. There is a bug with
daily gold claim, also the model was pay-to-win. At android version you need to pay real money in option to advance more your
character and to gain strongest weapons. In pc version you gain to slow gold. There is no opton for paying real money to
purchace gold. The only option u have is to play the dayly quests and u gain every 5 quests about 50-60 gold. I do not recoment
this game or any game for this reason. Pay-to-win model is not fun for gamers.. great game, timeless classic!
(run in compatibility mode if ure on win 8+). just... boring none of the fights were that engaging. I bought this game in notion
that it'll be a cool Samurai\/Ninja game that I'll have a fun and relaxing time.

But
I broke 3 controllers during the process of my completion.
Begged and screamed for mercy that my neighbors thought i'm actually in some serious trouble.
And my left hand index finger had some amazing workout.

Good Game :). I thoroughly enjoyed Nekojishi's OST; the music perfectly encapsulates the emotions within the game. It's great
to be able to listen to it all whenever I want. Plus, it's a great way to support the creators as the main game is completely free..
I've been playing it since before it went to steam, and it's still fun even if it's a bit old.

Cons:
--Old game.
--Somewhat grindy as it takes a while before you get powered up.

Pros:
---Essentially, I love collecting all the characters (it's really tough for most of them, but worth it).
---Three-character system is different from the "you only get to use one character" MMOs.
---You can set it to fight automatically and AFK.. The game crushed me repeatedly but I guess you saw that remark coming.
Hard but fair. Needed help with some of the boss fights but in turn I left my sign for others to summon. A great game and I
made a few friends. It will beat the hell out of your controller though so be aware.. Great atmosphere, easy to play and perfect
graphics. I play for hours because I like the dynamics and game management that amuses me a lot.
But unhappily my competitors come to bankruptcy very fast.
I hope the DLC!
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It's very helpful when the game is playable. I'm getting rid of ESP Plus though because for the last month or so I have been
unable to play other than one lucky day. Why? Well, Bethesda expects a huge increase in players. So, at least on the EU server I
use they made some "improvements" which seem to improve quality for whoever is lucky enough to get on by eliminating a
whole bunch of us from ever being able to log on. ESO Plus is a total waste of money when you can't play. Too bad as I loved
the game and pre-purchased Elsewyr. Now? I'll get rid of ESO Plus and try logging in every few months maybe to play casually.
I'm done trying to play regularly though.. Optimize ur game. The camera in this made me nauseous, so I watched a three part
walkthrough to see what I'd be missing if I didn't finish the game. My conclusion - how is anyone giving this a positive rating?
Three seemingly unrelated parts, the original premise forgotten five minutes in, and an ending that's not really an ending? Very
sloppy.. Wow, how completely disappointing was this game? Extremely! Very few levels, and no upgrades, no option to set the
level of challenge even. I will avoid games from this maker.. Pretty good! I'm more of a platforming guy than a top down guy
but this game was really fun to play! I can smell a Games Done Quick run in a couple of years. Can't wait to see what this game
will feel\/play like in the future!
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